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Collaborative Stewardship Framework 

S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance - South Coast Forum 

Operational Guidelines for Forest Development Planning under the 

S’ólh Téméxw Use Plan 

Background 
S’ólh Téméxw (our land, our world) covers a significant portion of the Chilliwack Natural 

Resource District (“District”) (Figure 1). The S’ólh Téméxw Use Plan (STUP) is a high-level 

strategic planning tool developed by Stó:lō that serves the purpose of informing and balancing 
land use interests and needs of Stó:lō and others such as economic development, cultural 
heritage, environmental conservation and protection. Although not legally established as a land 

use plan, the STUP is a key cultural data layer available to proponents to assist in resource 

development planning. 

The STUP is currently being broadly applied as an aspect of Stó:lō involvement in resource 
management and development planning throughout S’ólh Téméxw in the following areas of 
application: 

• Referral review to inform engagement, consultation, and accommodation within the S’ólh 
Téméxw Stewardship Alliance Strategic Engagement Agreement (SSEA) (see Appendix 
A) 

• Cultural heritage overview and impact assessment (CHIA/CHOA) processes (see 
Appendix A), including environmental values 

• High-level strategic planning of land and resource use 

Currently, cultural values identified in the STUP are being managed at the operational level 

by various strategies, such as overlap with existing conservancies or operational flexibility 

guided by consultation with Stó:lō. As directed by the SSEA Working Group (see Appendix A), a 

Forestry Task Team was formed to provide recommendations for forestry operational guidelines 

related to managing and protecting cultural values. The Forestry Task Team is now a part of the 

Collaborative Stewardship Framework S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance - South Coast 

Forum (see Appendix A). 

This document is designed to provide operational guidelines for forest development planning 

under the variety of zones with the STUP and to help proponents plan, prescribe, and 

implement sound forest strategies to manage cultural values and interests within S'ólh Téméxw 

from the implementation date of this document. The STUP zones are depicted in the following 

section.
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Figure 1: The location of the S'ólh Téméxw in relation to Natural Resource District boundaries
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S'ólh Téméxw Use Plan Zones 
A series of seven zones are identified spatially on the STUP map (Figure 2). These zones 

represent the areas of S'ólh Téméxw that are most important to Stó:lō in terms of their cultural 
heritage. The following zone descriptors are adapted from the S'ólh Téméxw Use Plan Policy 

v1.1 (April 18, 2018). For details on the values being protected in each STUP zone, please refer 

to this policy. 

1. Cultural Landscape Feature 

The Cultural Landscape Feature Zone represents terrestrial sites on the landscape that are 

integral to Stó:lō worldview and establish their unique relationship with the land and 

resources of their traditional territory. 

2. Culturally Sensitive Habitat 

The Culturally Sensitive Habitat Zone represents terrestrial sites on the landscape that are 

used by culturally-recognized beings. An example is the set of trails used by stl'áleqem 

(spiritual beings) to move from one area of S'ólh Téméxw to another. 

3. Sensitive Waterway/ Waterbody 

The Sensitive Waterway/ Waterbody Zone was created in response to a substantial decline 

in water quality observed by Stó:lō community members over the past several decades and 
a concern for how this decline in water quality may affect the aquatic habitat of culturally 

recognized beings. 

4. Sanctuary 

The Sanctuary Zone represents areas of the landscape that support current and future 

Stó:lō spiritual/religious activities. These activities, which include fasting, bathing, and the 
storage of possessions, require a pristine and private environment. 

5. Protected Watershed 

The Protected Watershed Zone has been created to protect the quality of the aquatic 

environments within watersheds that feed into downstream Sanctuary Zones where water-

based spiritual activities are carried out. 

6. Canyon Heritage Area 

The Canyon Heritage Area Zone encompasses the Fraser Canyon and its surroundings. 

The Canyon Heritage Area Zone is of great significance to Stó:lō due to its density of 
heritage resources and the variety of traditional activities it supports. 

7. Subalpine Parkland 

The Subalpine Parkland Zone represents higher elevations within S'ólh Téméxw where the 

forested area ends, and the meadow ecosystem begins. This ecosystem, which is highly 

productive and sensitive to disturbance, was heavily used in the past and today for activities 

such as hunting, gathering, camping, and spiritual activities. This ecosystem also includes 

sensitive mountain goat habitat. 
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Figure 2: Location of the STUP Zones within S'ólh Téméxw 
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Forestry Operational Guidelines 
The following table (Table 1) outlines the recommended operational guidelines for forest 

development in the STUP Zones. These guidelines are designed to protect and mitigate 

potential impacts to the cultural values across the landscape within the STUP. Depending on 

the site characteristics and the nature of the planned development activity, additional forest 

development strategies will be considered to effectively manage these cultural values. 

To gain approval of alternative management strategies, a proponent will need to consider the 

following: early preplanning, engagement and discussion with the People of the River Referrals 

Office (PRRO) (see Appendix A), and inclusion of specialists/practitioners to discuss alternative 

strategies. The operational guideline and alternative management strategies approved under 

this process will be reviewed from time to time and may be altered using an adaptive 

management approach to incorporate ongoing feedback from practitioners and ensuring 

continued effectiveness of these operational guidelines or alternative management strategies.
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Table 1: Forestry operational guidelines for each STUP Zone; PR: Partial Retention; PRRO: People of the River Referrals Office; 
STUP: S’ólh Téméxw Use Plan; CHIA: Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment. 

Ref # STUP Zone  Forestry Operational Guidelines Exceptions and Comments 
1a Cultural 

Landscape 
Feature 

Reserve from harvesting in Cultural Landscape 
Feature 

On Sumas Mountain, it is permissible to have 
small scale development (cutblock and road) 
within active or pending woodlots W2057, W0045, 
W2087, if the planned development is in a non-
visible area. If development is in a scenic area, 
development must meet the lower range of PR 
(i.e. up to 4 % alteration in perspective view, small 
in scale, and natural in appearance from a 
significant public viewpoint). 

1b 1000 m Cultural 
Landscape 
Feature buffer 
(horizontal 
distance) 

PR harvesting methods must be applied in the 
1000 m buffer, as defined under Section 1.1 of 
the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation, 
supported by a visual analysis with renderings 
at post-harvest and visual green-up (c.f. The 
Integrated Visual Design Procedures 
Standards (2008)). Culturally significant 
viewpoints may be identified by the PRRO for 
various areas within the STUP. 

Planned development in the buffer that does not 
meet the PR standards may be proposed to the 
PRRO. PRRO will determine if visual renderings 
are sufficient or not. If renderings are not 
sufficient, they can request alternate renderings 
from the same or different location. 

2 Culturally 
Sensitive Habitat 

Reserve from harvesting in Zone 2. Culturally 
sensitive sites are small in size or scale, and 
they may not be visible on the STUP map 
(Figure 2). They are best viewed through 
StoloConnect or by contacting the PRRO. 
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Ref # STUP Zone  Forestry Operational Guidelines Exceptions and Comments 
3 Sensitive 

Waterway/ 
Waterbody 

A 60 metre (slope distance) no harvest reserve 
from high water mark on each side of the 
stream or waterbody must be met. 

Exceptions may be considered within the 60 
metre no harvest reserve so long as the timber 
harvesting proposal includes a development 
rationale supported by the PRRO. Examples may 
include, but are not limited to, development that 
addresses salvage (forest health, fire, and 
blowdown), emergency roadworks, safety, and 
operational limitations (slope, existing road 
systems, timber isolation). 

4 Sanctuary Development will meet PR, as defined under 
Section 1.1 of the Forest Planning and 
Practices Regulation, in Zone 4. Openings 
should be dispersed, small in scale, and 
natural in appearance with an emphasis on 
limiting visual impact as defined from a 
culturally meaningful vantage point. 
Early engagement is required with the PRRO, 
and preliminary planning needs to be done 
from the site perspective and consider site 
specific information related to the protection of 
cultural values: privacy, access, view-, sound-, 
and scent-scapes, and water quality and 
quantity, and past, present, and future use of 
the area. 
For development inside a sanctuary area, 
completion of a CHIA may be required and 
submitted to the PRRO in support of the 
development. 
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Ref # STUP Zone  Forestry Operational Guidelines Exceptions and Comments 
5 Protected 

Watershed 
Development will meet PR in Zone 5, as 
defined under Section 1.1 of the Forest 
Planning and Practices Regulation,  
Over a 5-year period, timber harvesting will be 
no more than 5% timber harvesting by area, 
excluding existing roads based on the Crown 
Forest Land Base within the zone. Practice and 
development considerations should include 
water quality, water clarity, water flow, and 
stream morphology, including indirect impacts 
on site access and use. 

 

6a Canyon Heritage 
Area-River 
viewscape 

Reserve from harvesting in Zone 6a. Refer to 
the Canyon Heritage Sub-areas map (Figure 3) 
for details. The PRRO can be contacted for a 
shape file. 

 

6b Canyon Heritage 
Area-Upland 

Development will meet PR, as defined under 
Section 1.1 of the Forest Planning and 
Practices Regulation, in Zone 6b. If 
development is planned in Canyon Heritage 
Area – Upland, the proponent must review their 
specific plans with PRRO and applicable First 
Nation(s). The PRRO can be contacted for a 
shape file. 

 

7 Subalpine Park 
including 100m 
Buffer 

Reserve from harvesting in Zone 7. Exceptions may be considered within the buffer 
so long as the timber harvesting proposal does 
not increase motorized recreational access 
opportunities into the subalpine and a 
development rationale is supported by the PRRO. 
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Figure 3: The two sub-areas of the Canyon Heritage Area Zone, (6a and 6b) 
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Further Management Expectations 
If the proponent’s proposed activity overlaps with more than one STUP Zone (e.g. 

Slesse creek overlaps with both a Sanctuary Zone and a Protected Watershed Zone), the 

proponent is expected to meet the forestry operational guidelines for both STUP Zone. The 

shapefiles and the policy document for the STUP are available to download through the 

“Knowledge Base” tab on the StoloConnect website (www.stoloconnect.com). Please contact 

the PRRO to register for access to StoloConnect. 

In addition to the STUP Zones, the PRRO also uses several site-specific cultural 

heritage data layers in their referral review process, some of which are confidential. These site-

specific cultural heritage data layers (e.g. spiritual practice areas, resource harvesting areas, 

trails, place names), collected and managed by the Stó:lō Research and Resource 

Management Centre (see Appendix A) on behalf of the Stó:lō people, identify culturally 
significant sites throughout S'ólh Téméxw. To manage and protect these culturally significant 

sites, the PRRO may require the proponent to complete a Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

(CHIA) (see Appendix A). 

Summary 
The forestry operational guidelines are designed to protect and mitigate potential impacts from 

planned development on cultural values and interests. Although not every operational 

circumstance or specific element for each cultural objective can be captured in a general 

planning guide, where there are sensitivities or confidentiality around sharing cultural 

information, it will be important for licensees or proponents to engage with the PRRO early in 

the planning process to work towards protecting and managing the cultural values in the area. 

As new information is considered, and cultural values change over time, the STUP and this 

document will be revised accordingly. Up-to-date versions of the STUP and this document will 

be available on the “Knowledge Base” tab of StoloConnect. 
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Appendix A 

S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance 

S’ólh Téméxw is the Halq’eméylem name for the shared asserted territory of the Stó:lō. In 
English, S’ólh Téméxw can be translated as ‘our world’ or ‘our land.’ S’ólh Téméxw contains the 
highest concentration of shared, overlapping Indigenous interests in Canada. Additionally, it 

also holds Canada’s third largest city and largest port. These factors make it a particularly 
complex landscape in which to conduct Indigenous consultation. The S'ólh Téméxw 

Stewardship Alliance (STSA) forms a political body that guides engagement and consultation 

processes within S'ólh Téméxw in accordance with their Terms of Reference and the STSA 

Land and Resource Use Consultation and Decision-making Policy. The STSA communities are 

signatories to several engagement agreements, and provide direction to their operational wing, 

the People of the River Referrals Office (PRRO). Stó:lō are a collective community who hold 
Indigenous rights and title within all S'ólh Téméxw. 

S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance Strategic Engagement Agreement 

The current iteration of the S'ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance Strategic Engagement 

Agreement (SSEA) is the third Strategic Engagement Agreements with British Columbia (BC). 

The first iteration was a pilot in 2012, followed by the first full SSEA in 2014-19. The current 

SSEA took effect in 2019 and will remain in effect until 2024, barring the exiting of one or both 

parties prior to that point. The purpose of the SSEA is straightforward: to clarify, standardize, 

and streamline Indigenous engagement and consultation in S'ólh Téméxw, while never 

compromising the protection of Stó:lō rights and title interests. Functionally, the SSEA acts as a 
guide or rule book for engagement between BC and the STSA. It outlines a detailed process, 

provides timelines, describes performance targets, and clarifies expectations for both parties. 

S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance Strategic Engagement Agreement Working Group 

The S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance Strategic Engagement Agreement Working Group is 

composed of designated senior representatives appointed by the STSA and BC. It is co-chaired 

by the Government-to-Government Forum Co-Chairs. The responsibilities of this body include:  

• planning, delivering, and evaluating this Agreement;  

• making recommendations on consultation processes for Major Projects;  

• addressing implementation issues and problem solving;  

• proposing and approving amendments to this Agreement;  

• managing the work of the Government-to-Government Forum;  

• managing the Dispute Resolution and Issues Resolution processes;  

• developing and maintaining annual work plans; 

• public engagement regarding the work under the Agreement; and 

• holding monthly meetings or meeting on an as needed basis as mutually agreed 
by the Parties. 

Collaborative Stewardship Framework S’ólh Téméxw Stewardship Alliance - South Coast 
Forum / Collaborative Stewardship Forum 
The Collaborative Stewardship Framework is an initiative by the Province of BC intended to 

enable the Province and Indigenous groups to collaboratively explore, through regional 
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collaborative stewardship forums, shared responsibility for environmental stewardship and 

options for making resource management decisions within the Province. This Collaborative 

Stewardship Forum is the group formed out of the Collaborative Stewardship Framework 

between STSA and the Province of BC. 

Together, the Province and the STSA are exploring the development and implementation of 

joint stewardship activities to mitigate impacts to values of importance for environmental 

sustainability. An overarching purpose of the forum is to co-develop joint recommendations for 

the possible application, amendment or creation of provincial legislation and regulation, policies, 

management approaches, and information and monitoring programs relating to environmental 

stewardship and shared decision-making processes. 

People of the River Referrals Office 

The People of the River Referrals Office (PRRO) operates under the direction of the STSA. The 

PRRO facilitates meaningful engagement and consultation on behalf of the STSA communities 

using StoloConnect, a custom-designed referrals management and engagement facilitating web 

portal. The PRRO receives, analyzes, reports on, and tracks referral submissions from private 

industry, crown corporations, civic governments, regional districts, the Province of BC, the 

Government of Canada, and any other parties interested in development within S'ólh Téméxw. 

The PRRO itself does not hold the Indigenous rights and title necessary to provide Indigenous 

consultation directly, but act as facilitators for the STSA communities themselves. 

Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment and Cultural Heritage Overview Assessment 

Cultural Heritage assessments provide information that will assist proponents and the affected 
Stó:lō communities in their assessment of the potential effects of the proposed development on 
cultural heritage resources. The purposes are (a) inventorying and identifying potential conflicts 
between cultural heritage resources and proposed development plans; (b) developing 
management measures and options that serve to avoid or mitigate identified areas of impact to 
heritage resources and (c) identifying and developing plans to address exiting data gaps. The 
Cultural Heritage Overview Assessment (CHOA) consists of a desktop review of GIS-modeled 
archaeological potential, known material culture sites, and other cultural heritage sites/areas in 
and around the study area. CHOAs may include a Preliminary Field Reconnaissance of the 
study area to examine the surface for archaeological materials/features, other cultural heritage 
sites/areas, and areas with potential for subsurface archaeological materials/features. The 
purpose of the Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment (CHIA) is to survey the study area to 
examine the surface for archaeological materials/features, other cultural heritage sites/areas, 
areas with potential for subsurface archaeological materials/features and subsurface testing of 
the identified Areas of Potential. 

Stó:lō Research and Resource Management Centre 
The Stó:lō Research and Resource Management Centre (SRRMC) is a group of highly 
experienced professionals with many years experience working within the Stó:lō community. 
They provide professional service with an understanding of, and respect for, Stó:lō protocols. 
They maintain strong research ties to local universities and consulting firms. They offer high 
quality services that are both culturally and scientifically sound. 


